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The Apollo 11 mission was the
first manned mission to land on
the Moon. It was the fifth human spaceflight of Project Apollo
and the third human voyage to the
Moon. Launched on July 16, 1969,
it carried Mission Commander Neil
Alden Armstrong, Command Module
Pilot Michael Collins, and Lunar
Module Pilot Edwin Eugene ‘Buzz’
Aldrin, Jr. On July 20, Armstrong
and Aldrin became the first humans
to walk on the Moon, while Collins orbited above.
The mission fulfilled President
John F. Kennedy’s goal of reaching the moon by the end of the
1960s, which he expressed during a speech given before a joint
session of Congress on May 25,
1961 “I believe that this nation
should commit itself to achieving
the goal, before this decade is
out, of landing a man on the Moon
and returning him safely to the
Earth.”

Mission commander
Neil Armstrong

Lunar module pilot
Edwin ‘Buzz’ Aldrin
Each crewmember of Apollo 11
had made a spaceflight before
this mission, making it the second all-veteran crew in manned
spaceflight history.

The 363-foot tall Apollo 11 starts its
trip to the moon.
Command module pilot Michael Collins

Collins was originally slated
to be the Command Module Pilot
(CMP) on Apollo 8 but was removed when he required surgery
on his back and was replaced by
Jim Lovell, his backup for that
flight. After Collins was medically cleared he took what would
have been Lovell’s spot on Apollo 11.
Jim Lovell made 4 space flights
yet never made it onto the moon.

Engineers Working in the Launch Control Center
Preparing for the Launch of Apollo 11

Apollo 11 launch
Thousands of spectators camped out to watch the launch
of Apollo 11 adjacent to the Kennedy Space Center

The lunar module Eagle with Earth on the horizon

Apollo 11 Lunar Module Eagle in landing
configuration in lunar orbit from the
Command and Service Module Columbia

The lunar module was named Eagle
after the bald eagle depicted on
the insignia; the bald eagle is the
national bird of the United States.
The command module was named Columbia, from the traditional feminine
name Columbia used for the United
States in song and poetry. The name
may also have been chosen in reference to the columbiad cannon used to launch the moonships in Jules Verne’s novel From the Earth to the Moon.
Some internal NASA planning documents referred to the call
signs as Snowcone and Haystack, but these were quietly
changed before being announced to the press.

Apollo 11 lunar module

At 02:56 UTC on July 21 (10:56pm EDT, July 20), 1969, Armstrong
made his descent to the Moon’s surface and spoke his famous line
“That’s one small step for a man, one giant leap for mankind” six
and a half hours after landing.[1] Aldrin joined him, describing
the view as “Magnificent desolation.”
They planned placement of the Early Apollo Scientific Experiment Package (EASEP) and the U.S.
flag by studying their landing site through
Eagle’s twin triangular windows, which gave
them a 60° field of view. Preparation required longer than the two hours scheduled. Armstrong initially had some difficulties squeezing through the hatch
with his Portable Life Support System
(PLSS). According to veteran moonwalker John Young, a redesign of the
LM to incorporate a smaller hatch
was not followed by a redesign of
the PLSS backpack, so some of the
highest heart rates recorded from
Apollo astronauts occurred during
LM egress and ingress.
The Remote Control Unit controls
on Armstrong’s chest kept him from
seeing his feet. Climbing down
the nine-rung ladder, Armstrong
pulled a D-ring to deploy the Modular Equipment Stowage Assembly
(MESA) folded against Eagle’s side
and activate the TV camera.[25] The
first landing used slow-scan television incompatible with commercial TV,
so it was displayed on a special monitor and a conventional TV camera viewed
this monitor, significantly losing quality
in the process. The signal was received at
Goldstone in the USA but with better fidelity by Honeysuckle Creek Tracking Station in
Australia. Minutes later the feed was switched
to the more sensitive Parkes radio telescope in
Australia. Despite some technical and weather difficulties, ghostly black and white images of the first lunar
EVA were received and broadcast to at least 600 million people
on Earth.[27] Although copies of this video in broadcast format
were saved and are widely available, recordings of the original
slow scan source transmission from the moon were accidentally de-

Buzz Aldrin descends from the Lunar Module ladder, and
takes his first steps - photos by the first man on
the moon, mission commander Neil Armstrong
stroyed during routine magnetic tape reuse at NASA. Archived copies of the footage
were eventually located in Perth, Australia,
which was one of the sites that originally
received the Moon broadcast.
After describing the surface dust (“fine and almost
like a powder”[25]), Armstrong stepped off Eagle’s
footpad and into history as the first human to set foot
on another world, famously describing it as “one small step
for [a] man, one giant leap for mankind.”[28] He said that moving
in the Moon’s gravity, one-sixth of Earth’s, was “even perhaps
easier than the simulations... It’s absolutely no trouble to walk
around”.

The full transcript from the landing on the moon and the …first steps!

109:15:45 Aldrin: Okay. About ready to go down and get some Moon
rock?
109:15:47 Armstrong: My (PLSS) antenna’s out.
(Pause)
109:15:55 Armstrong: Now we’re ready to
hook up the LEC here. (Pause)
109:16:12 Aldrin: All right. That
should go down with no twists
now. Put the (LEC stowage) bag
up this way. That’s even. Okay,
are you hooked up to it?
109:16:26 Armstrong: Hmm?
(Pause) Okay. Now we need to
hook this...

109:17:54 Armstrong: Okay. Now I’m going to check ingress here.
(Pause)
109:18:05 Aldrin: Okay. You’re not quite squared away.
Roll to the...Roll right a little. Now you’re even.
109:18:14 Armstrong: Okay, that’s okay.
109:18:15 Aldrin: That’s good. You’ve got
plenty of room to your left. It’s a little
close on the (garbled).
109:18:28 Armstrong: How am I doing?
109:18:29 Aldrin: You’re doing fine.
(Long Pause)
109:18:51 Aldrin: Okay. (Do) you want
this bag?

109:16:30 Aldrin: Yeah.
Move that up there.

109:18:53 Armstrong: Yeah. (Pause)
Got it. (Long Pause)

109:16:34 Armstrong: Okay.
(Pause) Okay. Your visor...
(Pause)

109:19:16 Armstrong: Okay. Houston,
I’m on the porch.

109:16:49 Aldrin: Okay.
Your back is up against the
purse. (Pause) All right.
Now it’s on top of the DSKY.
Forward and up; now you are
clear. Little bit toward me.
(Pause) Straight down. To your
left a little bit. Plenty of room.
(Pause) Okay, you’re lined up nicely. Toward me a little bit, down.
Okay. Now you’re clear. You’re catching the first hinge (garbled).
109:17:26 Armstrong: The what hinge?
109:17:29 Aldrin: All right. Move...To your...Roll to the
left. Okay. Now you’re clear. You’re lined up on the platform.
Put your left foot to the right a little bit. Okay. That’s good.
Roll left. Good. (Pause)

109:19:20 McCandless: Roger, Neil.
(Long Pause)
109:19:36 Aldrin: Okay. Stand by,
Neil.
109:19:37 McCandless: Columbia. Columbia. This is Houston. One minute and 30
seconds to LOS. All systems Go. Over.
109:19:46 Collins: Columbia. Thank you.
109:19:47 Aldrin: Stay where you are a minute,
Neil.
109:19:48 Armstrong: Okay. Need a little slack? (No answer; Long Pause) You need more slack, Buzz?
109:20:40 Aldrin: No. Hold it just a minute.
109:20:41 Armstrong: Okay. (Long Pause)

109:20:56 Aldrin: Okay. Everything’s nice and straight in here.
109:20:58 Armstrong: Okay. Can you pull the door open a little
more?
109:21:00 Aldrin: All right.
109:21:03 Armstrong: Okay. (Pause)
109:21:07 Aldrin: Did you get the
MESA out?
109:21:09 Armstrong: I’m going
to pull it now. (Pause)
109:21:18 Armstrong: Houston,
the MESA came down all right.
109:21:22 McCandless: This
is Houston. Roger. We copy.
Standing by for your TV.
109:21:39 Armstrong: Houston, this is Neil. Radio
check.
109:21:42 McCandless: Neil,
this is Houston. Loud and
clear. Break. Break. Buzz,
this is Houston. Radio
check, and verify TV circuit
breaker in.
109:21:54 Aldrin: Roger, TV
circuit breaker’s in. And read
you loud and clear.
109:22:00 McCandless: Roger. (Pause)
109:22:06 McCandless: And we’re getting a
picture on the TV.
109:22:09 Aldrin: You got a good picture, huh?
109:22:11 McCandless: There’s a great deal of contrast in it; and
currently it’s upside-down on our monitor, but we can make out a
fair amount of detail.

109:22:28 Aldrin: Okay. Will you verify the position - the opening
- I ought to have on the (16 mm movie) camera?
109:22:34 McCandless: Stand by. (Long Pause)
109:22:48 McCandless: Okay. Neil, we can see you (on the
TV) coming down the ladder now. (Pause)
109:22:59 Armstrong: Okay. I just checked getting back up to that first step, Buzz. It’s...
The strut isn’t collapsed too far, but it’s
adequate to get back up.
109:23:10 McCandless: Roger. We copy.
109:23:11 Armstrong: Takes a pretty
good little jump (to get back up to the
first rung).Ê (Pause)
109:23:25 McCandless: Buzz, this is
Houston. F/2 (and)...
109:23:28 Armstrong: Okay, I’m at
the... (Listens)
109:23:29 McCandless: ...1/160th second for shadow photography on the sequence camera.
109:23:35 Aldrin: Okay.
109:23:38 Armstrong: I’m at the foot
of the ladder. The LM footpads are only
depressed in the surface about 1 or 2
inches, although the surface appears to be
very, very fine grained, as you get close to
it. It’s almost like a powder. (The) ground
mass is very fine. (Pause)
109:24:13 Armstrong: I’m going to step off the LM
now. (Long Pause)
109:24:48 Armstrong: That’s one small step for (a) man; one
giant leap for mankind. (Long Pause)
109:25:08 Armstrong: Yes, the surface is fine and powdery. I can
kick it up loosely with my toe. It does adhere in fine layers, like

powdered charcoal, to the sole and sides of my boots. I only go in
a small fraction of an inch, maybe an eighth of an inch, but I can
see the footprints of my boots and the treads in the fine, sandy
particles.
109:25:30 McCandless: Neil, this is Houston. We’re
copying. (Long Pause)
109:25:45 Armstrong: There seems to be no
difficulty in moving around - as we suspected. It’s even perhaps easier than
the simulations of one-sixth g that
we performed in the various simulations on the ground. It’s absolutely no trouble to walk around.
(Pause)

109:27:51 Aldrin: Okay. I think you’re pulling the wrong one.
109:27:55 Armstrong: I’m just...Okay. I’m ready to pull it down
now. There was still a little bit left in the (LEC bag)...
109:28:01 Aldrin: Okay. Don’t hold it quite so tight.
Okay? (Garbled) (Pause)
109:28:17 Armstrong: Looking up at the LM...I’m
standing directly in the shadow now, looking
up at Buzz in the window. And I can see everything quite clearly. The light is sufficiently bright, backlighted into the front
of the LM, that everything is very clearly
visible. (Long Pause)
109:28:55 Aldrin: Okay. I’m going to
be changing the (garbled, probably the
sequence camera film magazine).

109:26:16 Armstrong: Okay. The
descent engine did not leave
a crater of any size. It has
about 1 foot clearance on the
ground. We’re essentially
on a very level place here.
I can see some evidence of
rays emanating from the descent engine, but a very insignificant amount. (Pause)
109:26:54 Armstrong: Okay,
Buzz, we ready to bring down
the (70 mm Hasselblad) camera?
109:26:59 Aldrin: I’m all
ready. I think it’s been all
squared away and in good shape.
109:27:03 Armstrong: Okay.
109:27:05 Aldrin: Okay. You’ll have to
pay out all the LEC. It looks like it’s
coming out nice and evenly.

109:28:58 Armstrong: Okay.
109:30:23 Armstrong: The (Hasselblad)
camera is installed on the RCU bracket. (Pause) And I’m storing the LEC
on the secondary strut.
109:30:53 Armstrong: I’ll step out
and take some of my first pictures
here.
109:31:05 McCandless: Roger. Neil,
we’re reading you loud and clear. We see
you getting some pictures and the contingency sample.
109:32:19 McCandless: Neil, this is Houston.
Did you copy about the contingency sample?
Over.
109:32:26 Armstrong: Roger. I’m going to get to that
just as soon as I finish these... (this) picture series.
(Long Pause)

109:27:13 Armstrong: Okay. It’s quite dark here
in the shadow and a little hard for me to see that
I have good footing. I’ll work my way over into the sunlight here
without looking directly into the Sun.

109:33:25 Aldrin: (Commenting for Houston’s benefit) Okay. Going to
get the contingency sample there, Neil?

109:27:28 Aldrin: Okay. It’s taut now. (Long Pause)

109:33:27 Armstrong: Right.

109:33:30 Aldrin: Okay. That’s good. (Long Pause) (Providing some
commentary as he watches Neil out the window) Okay. The contingency
sample is down (that is, Neil has the sampler assembled) and it’s
(garbled).
109:34:09 Aldrin: Looks like it’s a little difficult to dig through the initial crust...
109:34:12 Armstrong: This is very interesting. It’s a very soft surface, but
here and there where I plug with the
contingency sample collector, I run
into a very hard surface. But it
appears to be a very cohesive material of the same sort. I’ll
try to get a rock in here. Just
a couple. (Pause)
109:34:54 Aldrin: That looks
beautiful from here, Neil.
109:34:56 Armstrong: It has
a stark beauty all its own.
It’s like much of the high
desert of the United States.
It’s different, but it’s
very pretty out here. Be advised that a lot of the rock
samples out here - the hard
rock samples - have what appear to be vesicles in the
surface. Also, I am looking at
one now that appears to have
some sort of phenocrysts.
109:35:30 McCandless: Houston.
Roger. Out. (Pause)
109:35:43 Aldrin: Okay. The handle is
off the (garbled) It pushes in about, oh,
6 or 8 inches into the surface. Looks like
it’s quite easy to (garbled)...
109:35:56 Armstrong: Yes, it is. (Throwing something
to his right) I’m sure I could push it in farther, but it’s hard
for me to bend down further than that. (Pause)
109:36:07 Aldrin: Didn’t know you could throw so far.

109:36:08 Armstrong: (Chuckling) You can really throw things a long
way up here! (Long Pause)
109:36:33 Armstrong: (Is) my (thigh) pocket open, Buzz?
109:36:35 Aldrin: Yes, it is. It (the top flap)’s not up
against your suit though. Hit it back once more. More
toward the inside. Okay. That’s good. (Pause)
109:36:47 Armstrong: That in the pocket?
109:36:52 Aldrin: Yeah. Push down. Got it?
No. It’s not all the way in. Push it.
(Pause) There you go. (Pause)
109:37:xx Armstrong: Contingency sample
is in the pocket. My oxygen is 81 percent. I have no flags, and I’m in minimum (feedwater) flow.
109:37:22 McCandless: This is Houston. Roger, Neil. (Long Pause)
109:37:40 Aldrin: Okay. I got the
(16mm) camera on at one frame a second.
109:37:44 Armstrong: Okay. (Pause)
109:37:52 Aldrin: And I’ve got the 80
percent (oxygen), no flags. (Pause)
109:38:00 Armstrong: Are you getting a
TV picture now, Houston?
109:38:05 McCandless: Neil, yes we are
getting a TV picture. (Long Pause) Neil,
this is Houston. We’re getting a picture.
You’re not in it at the present time. We can
see the bag on the LEC being moved by Buzz (as
he gets in position to egress), though. Here you
(meaning Neil) come into our field-of-view.
109:38:36 Armstrong: (To Buzz) Hold it a sec (ond). First,
let me move that (LEC line) over the edge (of the porch) for
you.
109:38:41 Aldrin: Okay. Are you ready for me to come out?

109:38:42 Armstrong: Yeah. Just standby a second. I’ll move this
(LEC) over the handrail. (Long Pause) Okay.

109:41:28 Aldrin: Okay. Now I want to back up and partially close
the hatch. (Long Pause) Making sure not to lock it on my way out.

109:39:07 Aldrin: All right. That’s got it. Are you ready?

109:41:53 Armstrong: (Laughs) A particularly good thought.

109:39:11 Armstrong: All set. Okay. You saw what
difficulties I was having. I’ll try to watch
your PLSS from underneath here.
109:39:43 Aldrin: All right; the backup
camera’s positioned. (Pause)
109:39:57 Armstrong: Okay. Your
PLSS looks like it is clearing
okay. Your toes are about to come
over the sill. Okay. (Pause) Now
drop your PLSS down. There you
go; you’re clear. And laterally you’re good. You’ve got an
inch clearance on top of your
PLSS.
109:40:18 Aldrin: Okay. You
need a little bit of arching
of the back to come down.
(Garbled) How far are my
feet from the edge?
109:40:27 Armstrong: Okay.
You’re right at the edge of
the porch.
109:40:30 Aldrin: Okay. Back in
(garbled) (Pause) Now a little
of foot movement (garbled) porch.
Little arching of the back. Helmet comes up and clears the bulkhead
without any trouble at all.
109:40:48 Armstrong: Looks good. (Long
Pause)

109:41:56 Aldrin: That’s our home for the next couple of
hours and we want to take good care of it. (Pause)
Okay. I’m on the top step and I can look down over
the RCU and (garbled) landing gear pads. It’s a
very simple matter to hop down from one step to
the next.
109:42:18 Armstrong: Yes. I found I could
be very comfortable, and walking is also
very comfortable. (Pause)
109:42:28 Armstrong: You’ve got three
more steps and then a long one.
109:42:42 Aldrin: Okay. I’m going to
leave that one foot up there and both
hands down to about the fourth rung
up.
109:42:50 Armstrong: There you go.
109:42:53 Aldrin: Okay. Now I think
I’ll do the same (garbled) (Pause)
109:43:01 Armstrong: A little more.
About another inch. (Pause)
109:43:06 Armstrong: There, you’ve got
it.
109:43:08 Aldrin: That’s a good (last)
step.
109:43:10 Armstrong: Yeah. About a 3-footer.
(Pause)
109:43:16 Aldrin: Beautiful view!

109:41:08 McCandless: Neil, this is Houston.
Based on your camera transfer with the LEC, do you
foresee any difficulties in SRC transfer? Over.

109:43:18 Armstrong: Isn’t that something! Magnificent sight out
here.

109:41:18 Armstrong: Negative. (Pause)

109:43:24 Aldrin: Magnificent desolation. (Long Pause)

109:43:47 Aldrin: (Right hand still on the ladder) Looks like the
secondary strut had a little thermal effects on it right here,
Neil.
109:43:54 Armstrong: Yes. I noticed that. That seems to
be the worst, although similar effects are all
around.
109:44:07 Aldrin: (Garbled) very fine powder, isn’t it?
109:44:09 Armstrong: Isn’t it fine?
109:44:11 Aldrin: Right in this
area I don’t think there’s much
of any (garbled) fine powder
some (garbled) clods together,
and it’s hard to tell whether
it’s a clod or a rock.
109:44:23 Armstrong: Notice
how you can kick it out.
109:44:28 Aldrin: Yeah. And
it bounces and then (garbled)
109:44:57 Aldrin: Reaching
down is fairly easy. (Garbled) get my suit dirty at
this stage. (Pause)
109:44:35 Aldrin: The mass of
the backpack does have some effect in inertia. (Pause) There’s
a slight tendency, I can see now,
to (garbled) backwards due to the
soft, very soft texture.
109:45:45 Armstrong: You’re standing on
a rock, a big rock there now. (Long Pause)
109:46:01 Aldrin: This pad sure didn’t (garbled).
109:46:05 Armstrong: No. It didn’t.
109:46:08 Aldrin: There’s absolutely no crater there at all from
the engine.

109:46:10 Armstrong: Nope.
109:46:12 Aldrin: I wonder if (garbled) right under the engine is
where the probe might have hit. (Garbled) like that.
109:46:25 Armstrong: Yeah, I think that’s a good representation of our sideways velocity at touchdown there:
that hole that the probe...
109:46:30 Aldrin: I see that probe over on the
minus-Y (south) strut (garbled) broken off and
bent back up.
109:47:04 Aldrin: (Still near the ladder)
Can’t say too much for the visibility
right here (in the LM shadow) without
the visor up. (Garbled) pretty dark.
It looks like there is a surface of a
flat, mounded rock. (Pause) And incidentally, these rocks (garbled) very
powdery surface (garbled).
109:47:40 McCandless: Say again,
please, Buzz; you’re cutting out.
109:47:45 Aldrin: I say that the
rocks are rather slippery.
109:47:50 McCandless: Roger.
109:47:52 Aldrin: A powdery surface
when the sun hits (garbled) they split
up all the very little fine pores (garbled) will tend to slide over it rather
easily. (Long Pause)
109:48:25 Aldrin: Traction seems quite good.
(Garbled) (Pause) (Garbled) start to lose my
balance in one direction, and recovery is quite
natural and very easy (garbled). And, moving your
arms around, Jack, doesn’t lift you off the surface. Not quite that light-footed.
109:49:06 Armstrong: And, I have the insulation off the MESA
now and the MESA seems to be in good shape.
109:49:13 Aldrin: Got to be careful that you are leaning in the direction you want to go, otherwise you (garbled) slightly inebriat-

ed. (Garbled) In other words, you have to cross your foot over to
stay underneath where your center-of-mass is. (Pause)
109:49:40 Aldrin: Hey, Neil, didn’t I say we might see some purple
rocks?
109:49:42 Armstrong: Find a purple rock?
109:49:44 Aldrin: Yep. (Pause) Very
small, sparkly (garbled) fragments
(garbled) in places (garbled) would
make a first guess at some sort of
biotite. (Pause) We’ll leave that
to further analysis. (Garbled)
(Pause) (Garbled) soil compacts
underneath (garbled) completely
no (garbled) you don’t sink
down more than (garbled) a
quarter of an inch. (Pause)
109:50:59 Armstrong: Okay,
Houston. I’m going to change
(TV) lenses on you.
109:51:05 McCandless: Roger,
Neil. (Long Pause)
109:51:30 Armstrong: Okay,
Houston. Tell me if you’re
getting a new picture.
109:51:35 McCandless: Neil,
this is Houston. That’s affirmative. We’re getting a new picture. You can tell it’s a longer
focal length lens. And for your
information, all LM systems are Go.
Over.
109:51:46 Aldrin: We appreciate that.
Thank you. (Long Pause)
109:52:24 Aldrin: Neil is now unveiling the
plaque that is (garbled) gear.
109:52:27 McCandless: Roger. We got you boresighted, but back and
to one side. (Pause)

109:52:40 Armstrong: For those who haven’t read the plaque, we’ll
read the plaque that’s on the front landing gear of this LM. First
there’s two hemispheres, one showing each of the two hemispheres
of the Earth. Underneath it says “Here Men from the planet Earth
first set foot upon the Moon, July 1969 A.D. We came in peace
for all mankind.” It has the crew members’ signatures and
the signature of the President of the United States.
(Pause)
109:53:40 Armstrong: (To Buzz) Ready for the
camera? No, I’ll get it.
109:53:43 Aldrin: No, you take this TV on
out.
109:53:45 Armstrong: Watch the LEC,
there. (Pause)
109:53:53 Aldrin: Now, I’m afraid
these (garbled) materials are going
to (garbled) dusty. (Pause) (To Houston) The surface material (garbled)
powdery. (Holding his glove in front
of the TV lens) (Garbled) how good
your lens is, but if you can (garbled) smudges on my gloves (garbled)
very much like a very finely powdered
carbon, but dirty looking.
109:54:40 Armstrong: Would you pull
out some of my (TV) cable for me,
Buzz? (Long Pause)
109:54:58 Aldrin: Houston. How close are
you able to get things in focus?
109:55:02 McCandless: This is Houston. We
can see Buzz’s right hand. It is somewhat out
of focus. I’d say we were focusing down to probably, oh, about eight inches to a foot behind the
position of his hand when he was pulling out the cable.
109:55:21 Aldrin: (To Neil) Okay. How’s the temperature look on
there?
109:55:25 Armstrong: Temperature of the camera is showing cold.

109:55:32 Aldrin: I’m a little cool. I think I’ll change (garbled). (Pause) I’m on Intermediate (cooling) now, Houston, and I
show 3.78 (psi). No (warning) flags, 74 (garbled, probably percent
oxygen).
109:55:50 McCandless: Houston. Roger. Out.
109:55:57 Aldrin: And, we’ll probably need
a little (garbled) distance (garbled)
back location (garbled) television camera. (Pause) Neil, look at the minusY (south) strut. The direction of
travel there (garbled) traveling
from right to left.
109:56:24 Armstrong: Right
(Meaning “correct”).
109:56:25 Aldrin: This one
over here underneath the ascent (means “descent”) engine where the probe first
hit. The minus-Y (south)
probe first hit.
109:56:35 Armstrong: I got
plenty of cable?
109:56:38 Aldrin: You’ve got
plenty. Plenty more. (Pause)
Okay. I think I’ve got the
end of it.
109:56:51 Armstrong: Something
interesting in the bottom of this
little crater here...It may be...
109:57:01 Aldrin: Now keep going.
We’ve got a lot more (cable).
109:57:03 Armstrong: Okay.
109:57:04 Aldrin: Getting a little harder to
pull out, here. (Long Pause)
109:57:30 Armstrong: How far would you say I am, Buzz?
109:57:33 Aldrin: Forty, fifty feet. Why don’t you turn around and

let them get a view from there and see what the field-of-view looks
like?
109:57:42 Armstrong: Okay.
109:57:45 Aldrin: You’re backing into the cable.
109:57:46 Armstrong: Okay.
109:57:50 Aldrin: Turn around to your right,
would be better.
109:57:53 Armstrong: I don’t want to go
into the Sun if I can avoid it.
109:57:55 Aldrin: That’s right, Yeah.
109:57:59 Armstrong: I’ll just leave
it...
109:58:01 Aldrin: All right, let it
(garbled)
109:58:02 Armstrong: ...sit like
that and walk around it.
109:58:06 Aldrin: Houston. How’s
that field-of-view going to be to
pick up the MESA? (Garbled) far
away?
109:58:15 McCandless: Good. (Pause)
Neil, this is Houston. The field-of-view
is okay. We’d like you to aim it a little bit more to the right. Over.
109:58:28 Armstrong: Okay.
109:58:32 Aldrin: Okay. That’s all the cable
we have. (Garbled) all the way out. I’ll start
working on the solar wind (as per checklist).
109:58:40 McCandless: (To Neil) A little bit too much to
the right. Can you bring it back left about 4 or 5 degrees?
(Pause) Okay. That looks good Neil.
109:58:55 Armstrong: Okay, now...Do you think I ought to be farther away, or closer?

109:59:01 Aldrin: Can’t get too much further away.
109:59:05 Armstrong: Let’s try it like that for a while. I’ll get
a couple of panoramas with it here.
109:59:13 McCandless: Roger. You look okay as far
as distance goes, Neil. And we’ll line you
up again when you finish the panorama. Now
you’re going too fast on the panorama
sweep. You’re going to have to stop
for...
109:59:28 Armstrong: I haven’t
stopped...I haven’t set it down
yet. That’s the first picture in
the panorama; right there.
109:59:35 McCandless: Roger.
109:59:40 Armstrong: It’s
taken just about northnortheast. Tell me if you’ve
got a picture, Houston.
109:59:54 McCandless: We’ve
got a beautiful picture,
Neil.
109:59:58 Armstrong: Okay.
I’m going to move it. (Pause)
110:00:10 McCandless: Okay.
There’s another good one.
(Pause) Okay, we got that one.
110:00:29 Armstrong: Okay.
Now, this one is right down-Sun,
straight west. And I want to know
if you can see an angular rock in the
foreground...
110:00:41 McCandless: Roger. We have a...
110:00:42 Armstrong: ...sticking up out of soil.
110:00:43 McCandless: ...large angular rock in the foreground, and
it looks like a much smaller rock a couple of inches to the left
of it. Over.

110:00:52 Armstrong: All right. And then on beyond it about 10
feet is an even larger rock that’s very rounded. (Pause) That rock
is about...The closest one to you is sticking out of the sand
about one foot. And it’s about a foot and one-half long, and it’s
about six inches thick, but it’s standing on edge.
110:01:16 McCandless: Roger. (Pause)
110:01:26 Aldrin: Okay, Neil. I’ve got the table
out (and) got a bag deployed.
110:01:33 McCandless: We’ve got this view,
Neil. (Pause)
110:01:42 Armstrong: This is straight
south.
110:01:45 McCandless: Roger. And we
see the shadow of the LM.
110:01:48 Armstrong: Roger. The little hill just beyond the shadow of
the LM is a pair of elongate craters
about... Probably the pair together
is about 40 feet long (east-west)
and 20 feet across (north-south),
and they’re probably 6 feet deep.
We’ll probably get some more work in
there later. (Pause)
110:02:20 McCandless: Roger. We see
Buzz going about his work (at the
MESA).
110:02:22 Armstrong: How’s that for a
final...(Listens)
110:02:26 McCandless: For a final orientation,
we’d like it to come left about 5 degrees.
Over. (Pause) Now back to the right about half as
much.
110:02:42 Armstrong: Okay. (Pause)
110:02:53 McCandless: Okay. That looks good there, Neil.
110:03:00 Armstrong: Okay. (Long Pause)

110:03:20 Aldrin: Okay. You can make a mark, Houston. (Garbled)
110:03:24 McCandless: Roger. Solar wind. (Pause)
110:03:36 Aldrin: And, incidentally, you can use the
shadow that the staff makes to assist you getting it perpendicular (to the Sun line) (garbled)
110:03:50 McCandless: Roger. (Long
Pause)
110:04:05 Aldrin: Some of these
small depressions (garbled) soft
and you tend to sink, oh, maybe
2 or 3 inches. (Garbled) suggest exactly what the Surveyor pictures showed when they
pushed away a little bit.
You get a force transmitted
through the upper surface
of the soil and about 5 or
6 inches of bay (meaning
a crescent-shaped patch)
breaks loose and moves as
if it were caked on the
surface when, in fact, it
really isn’t.
110:04:43 Armstrong: I noticed in the soft spots where
we have footprints nearly an
inch deep that the soil is very
cohesive; and it will retain
a slope of probably 70 degrees
along the side of the footprints.
110:06:29 Armstrong: Okay?
110:06:30 Aldrin: Yeah. I think that’s
there. (Pause) That end come off? (Pause)
Want me to do that? I’ll get the hammer. (Long
Pause)
110:07:01 Armstrong: (Standing between the MESA and the TV camera) Take that part? Go out here with it. (Pause) Right out to
the rock, here. (Long Pause)

110:07:38 Aldrin: Wait, you’ll have to extend that one. (Long
Pause)
110:07:58 McCandless: Columbia, Columbia, this is Houston. AOS;
over. (Long Pause)
110:08:26 Aldrin: (Garbled) (Long Pause)
110:08:53 Collins: Houston, Columbia on the high
gain. Over.
110:08:55 McCandless: Columbia, this is Houston. Reading you loud and clear. Over.
110:09:03 Collins: Yeah. Reading you loud
and clear. How’s it going?
110:09:05 McCandless: Roger. The EVA is
progressing beautifully. I believe they
are setting up the flag now.
110:09:14 Collins: Great!
110:09:18 McCandless: I guess you’re
about the only person around that
doesn’t have TV coverage of the
scene.
110:09:25 Collins: That’s all right.
I don’t mind a bit. (Pause) How is the
quality of the TV?
110:09:35 McCandless: Oh, it’s beautiful, Mike. It really is.
110:09:39 Collins: Oh, gee, that’s great!
Is the lighting halfway decent?
110:09:43 McCandless: Yes, indeed. They’ve got
the flag up now and you can see the stars and
stripes on the lunar surface.
110:09:50 Collins: Beautiful. Just beautiful. (Long
Pause)
110:10:16 Armstrong: (To Buzz) That’s good. See if you can pull
that end off a little bit. Straighten that end up a little? (Pause)
110:10:33 Aldrin: It won’t go up. (Pause) Okay.

Neil Armstrong works at the LM in the only photo taken
of him on the moon from the surface.

Buzz Aldrin - photo by the first man on
the moon, mission commander Neil Armstrong
After the astronauts planted a U.S. flag on the lunar surface, they spoke
with President Richard Nixon
through a telephone-radio transmission which Nixon called “the
most historic phone call ever made
from the White House.” Nixon originally had a long speech prepared to read
during the phone call, but Frank Borman, who
was at the White House as a NASA liaison during Apollo 11,
convinced Nixon to keep his words brief, out of respect of
the lunar landing being Kennedy’s legacy.

Buzz Aldrin looks back at the lunar module

The historical plaque on the ladder of Apollo 11’s
lunar module “Eagle”, still remaining on the Moon
The MESA failed to provide a stable work platform and was in shadow,
slowing work somewhat.
As they worked, the
moonwalkers kicked up
gray dust which soiled
the outer part of their
suits, the integrated
thermal meteoroid garment.
They deployed the EASEP,
which included a passive seismograph and a laser ranging
retroreflector. Then Armstrong
loped about 120 m (400 ft) from
the LM to snap photos at the rim of
East Crater while Aldrin collected two
core tubes. He used the geological hammer
to pound in the tubes - the only time the hammer was used on Apollo 11. The astronauts then collected
rock samples using scoops and tongs on extension handles.
Many of the surface activities took longer than expected,

Buzz Aldrin bootprint. It was part of an experiment
to test the properties of the lunar regolith.
so they had to stop documented sample
collection halfway through the allotted 34 min.
During this period Mission Control used a
coded phrase to warn Armstrong that his metabolic rates were high and that he should slow
down. He was moving rapidly from task to task
as time ran out. However, as metabolic rates remained generally lower than expected for both astronauts
throughout the walk, Mission Control granted the astronauts
a 15-minute extension.

Space memorabilia

On July 24, the astronauts returned home
and were immediately put in quarantine.
The splashdown point was 13°19′N 169°9′W /
13.317°N 169.15°W / 13.317; -169.15 (Apollo
11 splashdown), in the Pacific Ocean 2,660 km
(1,440 nm) east of Wake Island, or 380 km (210
nm) south of Johnston Atoll, and 24 km (15
mi) from the recovery ship, USS Hornet.
After recovery by helicopter approximately one hour after splashdown,[1]
the astronauts were placed in an Airstream trailer that had been designed as a temporary quarantine
facility for their transport back
to the Lunar Receiving Laboratory. President Richard Nixon was
aboard the recovery vessel to
personally welcome the astronauts back to Earth.

Apollo 11 crew in quarantine and President Nixon

Command module, at the National Air and Space Museum.

